
“His design and rendering skills pushed our ability to express concepts and 
win business to a whole new level”.
          -Don Moss

“His work ethic, “can do” spirit and gorgeous renderings elevated every proj-
ect we worked on together. 
          -Chuck Conner
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Don Moss | Torrance, CA.
VP, Executive Creative Director 

I have had the sincere pleasure of working with Christian for the past two years. As both a colleague and his executive manager, I find Christian’s work to always exceed expectations. 

His design and rendering skills pushed our ability to express concepts and win business to a whole new level. Our clients were consistently wowed by his ability to bring to life a vast 
array of complex and challenging designs in environments ranging from outdoor city centers to arenas.   Whenever we needed to take clients on a magic carpet ride through every 
aspect of a guest experience Christian made it happen. 

He is also a great collaborator and teammate who listens well, accepts direction and hits his marks on time and on budget. 

Best Regards, 

Don Moss
VP, Executive Creative Director 
310-567-7880

Chuck Conner | San Francisco, CA.
Sr. Creative Director 

For the last two years, I have collaborated with Christian, designing tech conferences, exhibits and experiential marketing activations.  His work ethic, “can do” spirit and gorgeous 
renderings elevated every project we worked on together. 

As his manager, Christian was always willing to push the envelope a bit further and his work always exceeded my expectations. Working remotely (as he did for the full two year period I 
was his manager) was never an issue and he might as well have been one office over.

Whenever a last-minute client request demanded long hours or the sacrifice of a weekend (or two), Christian was there for me without any loss of enthusiasm for the work

Sincerely,

Chuck Conner
Sr. Creative Director 
415-595-2443


